
 
 
 
 
 

Micro-organisms 

Some of you will already have had lessons on Microbes in Primary 3 

or 6. Over the next two weeks we want you to revisit this leaning and 

learn a little bit more about the Coronavirus.  Science is both a set of 

settled facts and a subject that is constantly changing and evolving. 

Scientists all over the world are in the process of rapidly trying to learn as much as they can 

about Coronavirus and how to treat and vaccinate against it.  This means that information on 

the virus can quickly become out of date as new discoveries are made.  Please bare this in 

mind when you are watching some of the clips as even though they have been made very 

recently the nature of a pandemic means things can quickly change.  

 

Task 1: What is a Micro-organism?  

What are the different types of Micro-organisms, can you remember all five?  

Watch this to refresh your memory. In your jotter write down the five different 

types of microbe - Bacteria, Fungi, Virus, Algae and Protozoa.  If you are still 

feeling a little unsure or wish to deepen your understanding you can also watch 

this clip which explains more about each type.   

Now draw a microbe to go with each type. You can draw them from your 

imagination and using the information you have been given in the clips or you 

can research a little further and draw real microbes, like the ones below, to 

match each type.  

 

 

 

Task 2: Lets Focus on Viruses 

We are now going to look in a little more detail at one of these groups of 

Microbes – Viruses.  To learn more about viruses, click here. Again, if you’d 

like to deepen your understanding a little more you can also watch this clip.   

It is very likely that you have experienced a virus at some point in your life. 

Some are very common such as cold, flu and stomach bug and others tend to be 

much more serious, such as measles, rubella or mumps.  These ones you are 

likely to have been vaccinated against.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPmPep2r6uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZjzQhFG6Ec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YS7vsBgWszI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFm45J8d7HI


 
 
 
 
 

The next task asks you to think about viruses and their symptoms, there is three 

different levels of challenge for you to choose from, pick the one you feel most 

comfortable completing. 

 

Mild: Complete the table below to show the symptoms of each virus by putting 

a tick in the correct box. 

Spicy: Copy and complete the table below into your jotter.  Now consider 

which viruses have common symptoms.  Write a short paragraph summarising 

your findings. Can you think of any potential dangers or difficulties that might 

arise when different viruses have the similar symptoms? 

Fiery: Choose at least one virus to research in detail. You could investigate 

what the virus looks like, how it is transmitted, the symptoms of the virus and if 

scientists have developed a vaccine for the virus.  If a vaccine exists who in the 

world has access to this vaccine?  You could write up your research in your 

jotter or share your findings in a Word document or Power Point.  Your 

research should include writing, diagrams or images and a table or graph.  

 

Task 3: The Coronavirus  

Over the last few months our lives have been significantly 

altered and global news has been dominated by one virus – Covid-19.  To learn 

more about this virus please click here.  If you would like to know more about 

where this virus might have come from you can also click here. Do you know 

why the virus got its nickname?  It’s because of the way it looks.  On its surface 

it has what looks like a spiky crown (or corona in Latin).    

Your final task is to create your own copy of the virus.  You could do this by 

drawing a simple picture or you could get a lot more creative and make a 3D 

model using craft resources, modelling materials or even bake a version.  

Below are some images which might give you inspiration, they show ways in 

which people have created models of the virus over the last few months.  Once 

you have completed it you could add it to your Time Capsule. Although if it’s a 

cake I wouldn’t!  That would be a horrible surprise in 50 years time…take a 

photo instead! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxIzke8IISQ
https://www.statedclearly.com/videos/where-do-new-viruses-come-from/


 
 
 
 
 

Viruses and their Symptoms 

 

Think about each of the viruses written along the top and the symptoms 

you think might go with that virus.  Tick the box next to each symptom 

you think the virus has. 

Virus/Symptoms Flu Cold Stomach 

Bug 

Measles Meningitis Chicken 

Pox 

Coronavirus 

Stuffy/Runny nose        

Coughing or 

Sneezing 

       

Body Aches        

Fever        

Loss of taste or 
smell 

       

Diarrhoea        

Vomiting        

Rash        

Headache        



 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


